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Beginning a new language may seem like a daunting task, you’re never really starting from
scratch.And if you can just get through the day ahead, the next will surely be a bit easier. And
before you know it, you’ll see the light at the end called fluency. In no time, you’ll be talking with
the locals about the time and weather from morning till night. So let’s start the day off rightwith an
idiom attack!Idioms can be fun to learn (or teach) at any age!Included is everything you
need:55+ flash cards to learn useful idioms fastMp3 audio download of all the idioms, meanings
and sample sentences for pronunciation practiceColorful animated images to create your
storyChoose how you learn: with pictures, definitions, sentences, or audioTesting materials - fill
in the blank, crosswords, word lists, etc.Connection to other great resources by Idiom
AttackWhy idioms?(including - essential idioms, native expressions, phrasal verbs, common
sayings, figures of speech, and colloquialisms)Idiomatic expressions are COLORFUL groups of
words that paint pictures in our minds of a meaning unrelated to the individual words. Because
the combination of words will seem peculiar to non-native speakers, it is often quite difficult for
them to learn idioms. They decorate the daily conversations of native English speakers in
various ways. So if your goal is to conquer English, you must conquer idioms first (before they
get you).Take your conversational English to a whole new level! Start with familiar, basic idiom
topics like time and weather and work your way up to becoming a native speaker of American
English.Idiom Attack has developed these flashcards with your busy schedule in mind. We
understand that you have a job, work, kids, or other school work to worry about and we want to
make learning something new painless. When life catches up to you, just put the cards back in
the box and continue with your day. They will be there when you need them next.Be prepared
with the finest tools to respond in common yet creative ways. Be fluent in American English and
never feel out of place again! Finally, you won’t have to worry about fitting in or not know what to
say.– Learn idioms through visualization, find context, try to translate, find a keyword, be
creative, have fun, guess, keep your ears open, listen for tone of voice, just listen (speaking will
come later), learn by topic, and learn through audio, images, & animation.WHAT ARE
IDIOMSTABLE OF CONTENTS01. FROM BEGINNING TO ENDkick off / from scratch / usher
in / finish off / come to pass / turn over a new leaf / draw to a close / (not over) until the fat lady
sings / start the ball rolling02. IN THE MORNING go off / crack of dawn / wake up / sleep in /
morning breath / get ready / start the day off right / sleep like a log / not sleep a wink /
sleepyhead / get up on the wrong side of the bed / get oneself/someone going03. IN THE
EVENING stay up / stay out / stay in / wait up / go out / tired out / fall asleep / go to sleep / after
hours / hit the sack / crash04. MOMENTS IN TIME so far / in no time / at once / as soon as / in
the long run / right away / without a doubt / just about to / at the last minute / not miss a beat / in a
heartbeat / all of a sudden / in a flash / in the short term / in the long term / down the road05.
WEATHER CONDITIONScloud up / rain cats and dogs / rain buckets / clear up / heat up / heat
wave / come down in sheets / die down / dry up / cool off / cold spell / killer weather / crazy



weather / sticky weather / spitting / pea soup fog

“An enjoyable, immersive experience. ... Deliver[s] the goods. ... Hard to resist.” -- Comics
Grinder“If only school science books were like The Cartoon Guide to Biology, at least a little,
maybe science and students would come together and engage more often.” --
ComicBookBin“An invaluable resource.” -- Brooklyn Digest“A hilarious and informative cartoon
guide to all things biology. ... An excellent resource.” -- Midwest Book Review“A hilarious romp
through chemistry and biology. ... The quirky cartoons and anthropomorphism not only produce
a laugh but do make these complex concepts a little easier to grasp. ... A fun way to learn the
science of life.” -- New York Journal of Books --This text refers to the paperback edition.About
the AuthorLarry Gonick has been creating comics that explain math, history, science, and other
big subjects for more than forty years. He has been a calculus instructor at Harvard (where he
earned his BA and MA in mathematics) and a Knight Science Journalism Fellow at MIT, and he
is currently staff cartoonist for Muse magazine. He lives in San Francisco, California.--This text
refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverA comprehensive and Fun NEW illustrated
guide to biologyDid you faint when your middle school science teacher asked you to dissect a
frog? Do you think DNA stands for “Don’t kNow the Answer”? Do you think the carbon cycle is a
hip new way to roll around town? If you said yes to any of these questions—or even if you didn’t
—then you need The Cartoon Guide to Biology.The latest from New York Times bestselling
author Larry Gonick—writing with biologist Dave Wessner—is an informative and hilarious
handbook to the science of life. From the inner workings of the cell to the magic of gene
expression, the Krebs and Calvin cycles, sexual and asexual reproduction, evolution, and
ecosystems, The Cartoon Guide to Biology uses simple, clear, humorous illustrations to make
biology’s most complex concepts entertaining and easy to grasp. Whether you’re peering into a
petri dish for the first time, brushing up after decades of devolution, or just simply curious about
how life works, this book has you covered.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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jon dufrane, “The Missing Piece in the Language Puzzle. This book covers the areas of
language that regular grammar and vocab classes leave out. The everyday sayings that don't
make literal sense, but to those who are native speakers wouldn't have any trouble
understanding meaning. Sayings like "Kill time" and "feel out of it" make sense to us, but
someone learning English would be confused. Fez from "That 70's Show" could've used this
book. My parents hosted a ton of foreign exchange students as kids, and this book would've
been useful to avoid some of the confusion that inevitably occurred. Can't wait to pick up the
Spanish version so I can improve upon my conversational Spanish!”

The book by Deborah Miller has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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